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NONCOMMUTATIVE JORDAN ALGEBRAS

OF CAPACITY TWOC1)

BY

KIRBY C. SMITH

Abstract. Let J be a noncommutative Jordan algebra with 1. If / has two orthog-

onal idempotents e and / such that 1 =e+/and such that the Peirce 1-spaces of each

are Jordan division rings, then J is said to have capacity two. We prove that a simple

noncommutative Jordan algebra of capacity two is either a Jordan matrix algebra, a

quasi-associative algebra, or a type of quadratic algebra whose plus algebra is a

Jordan algebra determined by a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form.

We refer the reader to [1] for all the basic concepts used in this paper as well as

for all definitions of terms with the exception of quasi-associative algebra which

may be found in [3].

Introduction. Recently much work has been done on the structure of simple

noncommutative Jordan algebras / over a field í> of characteristic not 2 which

satisfy the following axioms :

(i) /has an identity element 1.

(ii) 1 =ex + e2+ ■ ■ ■ +en, where the et's are mutually orthogonal idempotents.

(iii) The Peirce 1-space with respect to e¡, J^e), is a Jordan division ring for

/=1,2,...,«.

An algebra satisfying axioms (i)-(iii) is said to have capacity n.

N. Jacobson [2] proved that those simple commutative Jordan algebras of

capacity n, where «a3, are Jordan matrix algebras. K. McCrimmon and R. D.

Schafer in [5] proved that the simple, not commutative Jordan algebras of capacity

n (n^3) are all quasi-associative. In [6] J. M. Osborn found that a simple Jordan

algebra of capacity two is either a 2 x 2 Jordan matrix algebra or a Jordan algebra

determined by a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form. It is the goal of this paper

to characterize the simple noncommutative Jordan algebras of capacity two.

For any idempotent e in a noncommutative Jordan algebra / we have the

Peirce decomposition of/with respect to e; namely J=J0(e)+Jn2(e)+Jx(e) where

J¡ = {Xi | i(exi + xie) = ixi}. Throughout this work / will denote a noncommutative
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Jordan algebra of capacity two and e and/will be the two orthogonal idempotents

in / such that 1 =e+/and J0 (with respect to e) and J1 are Jordan division rings.

If/1/2#{0}, which will be the case if J is simple, then it is not hard to show that any

Jordan ring of capacity two may be considered an algebra of capacity two over an

appropriate field.

1. Osborn's results. If J=J1+J1/2+J0 is simple then J+ =Jf +J112+J0 will

be a simple Jordan algebra of capacity two [5, p. 2]. From Osborn's work [6] we

know that if J+ is not a Jordan algebra determined by a symmetric bilinear form,

then J+ is a Jordan matrix algebra H(E2, y), the set of symmetric 2x2 matrices

under the canonical involution determined by the invertible diagonal matrix y and

where E is the associative algebra with involution * generated by

5 = {2R£ I Xi e J? and R^ e Hom0 (/1/2, Jll2)

defined by R^(yll2) = M*iJ'i/2+J'i/2*i)}-

The nonzero generators of E are symmetric and invertible and moreover every

symmetric element of Tí is a generator. E is one of the following two types:

(a) An associative division algebra with involution which is not commutative

and which is not a quaternion algebra over its center with the standard involution.

(b) A direct sum of a division algebra (which is not commutative) with its anti-

isomorphic copy and the involution switches components.

Finally y = (y01   °2) where each y, is a symmetric, invertible element of E.

If yiT^l we change the involution in E to be â = yî1a*y1 where * is the old

involution on E and at the same time we change y to be (J Jf1^)- Under the new

involution, yf 1y2 is symmetric and invertible. An easy calculation shows that using

the new involution on E and the new involution on 7s2 determined by the new y,

the set H(E2, y) remains the same as before. So we may assume that y is of the

form (J °2) in H(E2, y) and this we will do for the remainder of this work. We note

that if (E, *) is of type (a) or (b) then (E, ~) will be also.

Products in J as well as those in E will be denoted by juxtaposition.

2. Preliminary results.   We define RXl e Hom4 (/i/2, /i/2) by

RXl(yil2)   =   [jl/2^l]l/2>

i.e. RXl(yn2) is the component of y^x-^ in Jll2. (Likewise we define Lx^(yll2)

= [x1y1i2\ii2-) Then 2R¿1 = RXl+LXl and 7:js generated by {(RXl+LXl) \ xx s/J.

Note that the identity 1 of E is 2R+=Re + Le.

JV2 is a left 7s-module by

(RXi+LXl)a1/2 = a1i2x1 + x1a1¡2

where aV2 eJll2. Jll2 as an £-module is isomorphic to E as an 7s-module. Since

Hom£ (7s, E) is anti-isomorphic to E, so is Hom£ (Jlj2, /i/2). We know that

ExFe = FeEx if x eJo+J^ and E, F=R, L [4, p. 188] and so Re and Le are in the

center of Hom£ (Jll2, Jll2) and can be regarded as elements in the center of E.
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K. McCrimmon [4, p. 189] has shown that

,n Le(LVx + Ryi) = LVi,

Re(Lyi + Ryi) = RVi;

(2)
^*ivi — I-,x-J-,Vx +LVlRx¡,

RxiVí = Rxi.Lyí-r KVíRXi.

The equations of (1) show that LVl and RVl are in E for every yx e Jx.

Define v.Jx-+S by v(xx) = RXl+Lxv v is onto and one-to-one. Using (1) and

(2) we have

Lev(xx)v(yx) + Rev(yx)v(xx) = Le(RXl + LXl)(Ryi +Lyi) + Re(Ryi + Lyi) (RXl + LXl)

= (RXl +LXl)Le(Ryi +Lyi) + (Ryi+LVl)Re(RXl +LXl)

= (RXi+LXl)Lyi + (Ryi+Lyi)RXl

= LXiyi+RXlVl = v(xxyx).

Thus,

(3) v(xiyi) = Lev(xx)v(yx) + Rev(yi)v(xx).

We are now assuming that /+ is isomorphic to 77(7i2, y) and so we can consider

/o> /i/2> /i as sets of matrices of the form (§ °), (°2-v o), (g °), respectively, where

a, 8 e E with a having the property that ya1a*y2 = a and where

ßeS = {ßeE\ß*=ß} = {(RXl+LXi) | xx ejx}.

We are ready to describe the multiplication in Jx. For notation we will let ae

denote the element (g °) in Jx. If xx = ae and yx=ße, then (3) implies (ae)(ße)

= (Leaß + Reßa)e where Leaß + Reßa e S. We have therefore proved

Lemma 1. Ifae,ßeeJx,then(ae)(ße) = (Leaß + Reßa)e.

Lemma 2. 77;e involution * on E has the property that LXl = RXl for every xx ejx.

Proof. From Lemma 1 we know that

(4) (Leaß + Reßa)* = Leaß + Reßa.

Since Le + 7^e= 1, (4) implies

aß-ßa = (L*+Le)(aß-ßa)

or

[l-(L*+Le)](«ß-ß«) = 0,

for every a, ß e S. Since E is not commutative there exists a, ß e S such that a^ —jSa

#0 and since 1 — (Lf +Le) e S it is either 0 or invertible. So from the above equa-

tion we conclude that 1 — (L%+Le) = 0 and this means L*+Le=l and hence

L* = Re. Using the equations of (1) we get L*i = RXl for every jci ejx.
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Let "■" be the Jordan product in / + . We define a new multiplication "x " on

the set / by axb = a-b — ab where ab is the multiplication in /. Then ab

=\(ab + ba) implies

(5) axb = —bxa

and using the fact that J satisfies the flexible law we obtain

(6) (axb)-a + (a-b)xa = 0.

Linearization of (6) gives

(7) (cxb)-a + (axb)c + (cb)xa + (a-b)xc = 0.

By Lemma 1 (ae)(ße) = (Leaß + Reßa)e, so, from the definition of the x-

multiplication, aexße = m(aß — ßa)e where m = \—Le.

Lemma 3. IfaeeJ1 and ßfej0, then (ae)(ßf) = 0.

Proof. In (6) with a = ae, b=ßf we get (aexßf)-ae + (ae-ßf)xae = 0. So

(aexßf)ae = 0 and if aex/3/=fe+S12-|-e/'where 812 = (°-iô.   g), then

0 = (aexßb)-ae = (i e + 812 + ef) ■ ae

= i(a$+Ça)e + ±(a8)12.

So a£ + fa = 0 and aS = 0. But ae S and every nonzero element of S is invertible

so 8 = 0 and aexj8/has zero component in/1/2. Letting a=l shows exßfhas zero

component in J1.

Linearization of (aexßf)-ae = 0 gives (aexßf)--ne + (-qexßf)-ae = 0. Letting

r¡ = 1 we get

(8) (aexßf)-e + (exßf)-ae = 0

and since the second term of (8) has zero component in / (e x ßf has zero com-

ponent in Ji) we conclude that aexßf does also.

With a=ßfand b = ae in (6) we get (ßfxae)-ßf=0. We recall that ß has the

property that y21ß*72—ß- Hence £*y2 = y2¿S = (/S*y2)* and so y2ß e S. This means

y2ß is invertible if ß=£0 and we conclude that ß is invertible also. So now we can

repeat the argument used in the first part of the proof of this lemma to get that the

J0 and Jll2 components of ßfxae= — aexßf are zero. Hence aexßf=0. But

aexßf=ae-ßf—(ae)(ßf), so (ae)(ßf)=0 and the proof of the lemma is complete.

For notation let X=Le and let 812 = (°-iô. g). So X* = Re and elements of J1/2

now have the form S12 where 8 e E.

Lemma 4. For ae eJ± and S12 e Jll2, (ae)S12 = (AaS)12.

Proof. Since LXl, RXl e E we have that /i/i/2c=7ri/2 and /i/2/ic/i;2, so aex S12

e JV2 for every a e S,8e E. In particular e x 112 e/1/2soex 112 = n12 for some n e E.
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Substitution in (7) of ae, ße, 8X2 for a, b, c respectively gives

(9) ae-iße x 812) + $(m(ßa-aß)8)X2 + $(ae) x (j38)12 = ±((aß + ßa)e) x 8la.

Letting o£= 1 in (9) gives

\(ße x S12) + ie x 0S8)ia = ße x 812,       ßeS,8eE,

or

(10) ße x S12 = e x (ß8)X2,       ß e S, 8 e E.

Withj3=l in (9) we get

ae-(ex S12) + -2-aex S12 = aex 8l2,       ae S, 8 e E,

or

(11) 2ae-(ex 812) = aex Si2,       ae S, 8 eE.

So for 8=1, (10) and (11) imply

aex 112 = e xaX2 = 2ae-(ex 112)
v t -^)

= 2ae-nX2 = (an)X2, aeS.

Using (10), (11), and (12) we have for a,ßeS

(13) aexßX2 = ex(aß)12 = 2ae-(exß12) = 2ae-(ßn)X2 = (aßn)X2.

Now we assume that for any k elements ax, a2,..., ake S the following is valid :

(14) ¥xK-r-'ai)i2 = («fc«fc-i-•  «i«)i2-

Then for ak + x, ak,..., axe S we have

«ic + i^faA-i- ■ -«1)12 = ex(ak + xak- ■ -a^ja = 2afc + 1e-(ex(afc- • -0!i)i2)

= 2o:fc + 1e-(afc- • -ai«)i2 = (afc + 1- ■ -ai«)12.

So since S generates E, (15) implies that

(16) ae x S12 = (a8n)X2,       ae S, 8 e E.

Finally, using (16) in (9) and remembering that E is not commutative will show

that m = n=\—Le = \ — X.

The x -multiplication relating Jx with /1/2 is now known so

(ae)(S12) = (ae)-(812)-(<M?)x(812)

= i(«S)i2-(«S(-i--A))12

= ■2-(a5)i2-^(aS)12 + (aSA)12 = (AaS)12.

Lemma 5. If 8X2, r¡12 e J1/2, then the J0-component of 8X2r¡X2 is

(Xy2-x8*V + X^y2^*8)f
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Proof. In (7) let a = e, b = r¡12 and c=S12 to get

(17) (Si2X'7i2)-e + (exr?12)-S12-|-(812-7?12)xe + (e-i?12)x812 = 0.

Since 812-7j12 e^+Jq the third term of (17) is zero using Lemmas 1 and 3. Also,

ex7]12 = e-T]12 — erj12 = ^rj12 — Xrj12 = (^ — X)-q12 using Lemma 4. So (17) reduces to

(18) (Si2Xyi2)-e + ((i-X)v)12-812 + ±7]12x812 = 0.

(S12xi712)-e has zero component in J0 so (18) says

[<Wx 1?12]o  =   fal2-S12]o-[(2Al7)12-S12]0.

But

[S^^lo   =   [S12-r?12]o-[S12Xl?12]o   =   [(2Alj)12-S12]0

= (y2-1S*A1?+y2-1(A.?)*8)/= (Ay2-18^ + A*y2-1^S)/

Lemma 6. 7/S12, r¡12 ejll2, then the J1/2-component of 812r¡12 is 0.

Proof. In (7) let a = ae, b = rj12, c=812, and comparing components in Jll2 will

give

(19) 2[(S12X7?12)-o:e]1/2 = [812x(ar¡)12]ll2,        a e S, 8, v e E.

Again in (7) let c = 312, b = ae, a = -r¡12 and get

(20) (ccS)12 X r¡12 =  S12 X (ar¡)12, a 6 S, 8, r¡ e E.

For a e S we have from (19) that [li2x<x12]1/2 = 2[(l12x l12)-ae]1/2 = 0. For

a,ßeS, (20) and (19) say [ft2xcil2]1/2=[l12x(^c£)12]1/2 = 2[(l12xa12)^e]1/2 = 0.

Using an inductive process as in Lemma 4 and recalling that S generates E will

give [812 x t]12]i/2 = 0 for every 8,r¡eE. This implies [812r?12]1/2 = 0.

3. The first structure theorem. With the aid of the lemmas it is now quite easy

to prove our first theorem.

Theorem 1. Let J be a simple noncommutative Jordan algebra of capacity two

such that J+ is not a Jordan algebra determined by a symmetric bilinear form. Then

J is either commutative Jordan or quasi-associative.

Proof. Let "°" denote ordinary associative matrix multiplication in 7s2. If

X\, Ji e/i, Lemma 1 says x1y1 = X o Xj °^i + (l — A) o^ o Xj.. If x1 eJuy1/2 ejll2,

Lemma 4 says ^!j1/2 = A ° xx °j1/2 + (l —A) ° yll2 o Xl.

Since /812 = (l-e)812 = S12-e812 = 812-(AS)12 = ((l-A)S)12 = 812e we have that

Lf = (l—X) = X* = Re. Symmetry of the arguments used in the lemmas with respect

to/will give corresponding multiplications with /0 and the analogue of Lemma 5

together with Lemma 6 will show that 812tj12 = A o 812 o r¡12 + (l — A) o r¡12 o S12. If

A = A*, J is commutative Jordan and if A^A*, J is quasi-associative.

If E = A © A, a direct sum of a division ring A with its anti-isomorphic copy A,

then / is an algebra over <& = {(a, a) | a e center of A}. Any skew element A in
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A © Ä" is of the form X = (ß, -ß). Hence if A is skew and central then X2 = (ß, —ß)2

= (ß2, ß2) which has a square root in O. So by a theorem of McCrimmon [3, p.

1458], / is split quasi-associative.

If E is a division ring with a central skew element A then A2 does not have a

square root in O, the basefield of E. Hence by McCrimmon's theorem, / is nonsplit

quasi-associative.

4. The second structure theorem. For the rest of this work we will assume /

is a noncommutative Jordan algebra such that /+ is a Jordan algebra determined

by a symmetric bilinear form. Then /+ = <D + V where <I> is a field, F is a vector

space over <J>, and/: Vx F-> O is a symmetric bilinear form on V. If we denote

the elements of /+ by (a, v) where a e í>, v e V then the multiplication in / + is

given by (a, v)(ß, w) = (aß+fi(v, w), aw+ßv). It can easily be shown that if/is

nondegenerate, then /+ is simple. The elements of / will also be denoted by

ordered pairs of elements from O and V. If/+ has an idempotent e^(l, 0), then

/+ has capacity two. An easy calculation will show that such an idempotent exists

if and only iif(u, u) = \ for some vector ueV.

If/ is not identically 0 there exists an element w e V such that/(w, w)=/S/0. If

a=ß112 e <J>, then/(^a-1w, %a~1w6) = \ and /+ (and /) contains a nontrivial idem-

potent. If ß112 $ 4> we may take a quadratic extension of i> to obtain an idempotent.

So after a possible quadratic extension of the base field 0 we may assume / has

capacity two.

Henceforth m will denote the vector in V such that f(u, u) = \. Then e = (%, t/)and

fi=(i, —u) are two orthogonal idempotents such that l=e+/ With respect to e

we have

•Jo = {(i«, -««) I aeí»},

/i/2 = {(0,w)|/(M,w) = 0},

/l = {(ia> aw) I « e $}•

We recall that E is the associative ring generated by {2A¿ | ae = (^a, au) e Jx}.

Since RaeRße = R-BeRae-, E is a field isomorphic to <t>. Since v(xx)v(yx) = v(yx)v(xx),

equation (3) says that v(xxyx) = v(xx)v(yx). So Jx is a field isomorphic to i>.

We will have occasions to identify the element (0, v) with the vector v e V, so

we will make this identification whenever necessary. / induces a multiplication on

the vectors of V as follows : for w, y e V define

(21) wxy= [(0,w)(0,y)]xl2,

i.e. w x y is the /i/2-component of the product (0, w)(0, y) in /. Clearly we have

wxy = — yx w.

For ai/2 = (0, w) eJx/2 we know eai/2 e/1/2, so e(0, w) = Q, u)(0, w) = Q, 0)(0, w)

+ (0,«)(0,w) = (0,í>v) + (0,«)(0,mO.   Hence   (0, u)(0, w) e JXI2,   so   (0,«)(0,h>) =

(0, M X W).
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Lemma 7. If ae ejx and (0, w) eJx/2, then (ae)(0, w) = (0, %aw + a(uxw)).

Proof. The linearized flexible law says

(ae)[e(0, w)] + (0, w)[e(ae)] = [(ae)e](0, w)+[(0, w)e](ae)

or

(22) (ae)(0, \w + u x w) + (0, w)(ae) = (ae)(0, w) + (0, i w + w x u)(ae).

Due to the fact that we know the multiplication in / + , (22) becomes

(ae)(0, iw + u x w) + (0, aw) - (cee)(0, w)

= (ae)(0, w) + (0, \aw + a(w x u)) — (ae)(0, \w + w x u).

So (cce)(0, w) = (0, iaw + a(ux w)).

Lemma 8. Let v, w e V, then (0, v)(0, w) = (f(v, w), vxw).

Proof. The flexible law says

(0, v)[(0, w)(0, v)]-[(0, v)(0, w)](0, v) = 0,

and so we have

(0, v)[(0, w)(0, v)] + [(0, w)(0, v)](0, v) = 2(f(v, w), 0)(0, v).

Hence we know that the product in /+ of (0, v) with (0, w)(0, v) is the same as that

of (0, v) with (f(v, w), 0). This together with (21) implies that (0, v)(0, w)

= (f(v,w),vxw).

Lemmas 7 and 8 imply the following theorem which was motivated by Theorem 1

of [7].

Theorem 2. If J is a noncommutative Jordan algebra such that J+ = 0+ F is a

Jordan algebra determined by a nonzero symmetric bilinear form, then possibly after

a quadratic extension of the field 0 the multiplication in J is given by

(a, v)(ß, w) = (aß+f(v, w), aW + ßv + VX w)

where " x " is an anti-commutative multiplication on the vector space V and f is the

symmetric bilinear form ofJ+ such that f(vx w, y)=f(v, wxy).

If we assume that V has a basis {wj over <P such that/(w,, w,) = 0 if i^j and

f(wh w)=ßh then we can give more information about the x -multiplication on V.

Let w¡"x w¡ = 2fc yukwk where ym e O. Then w¡ x w,, = — w,- x wt means that

(23) ym = -ym.

Also f(w¡, w, x wk) =/(w( x Wj, wk) is equivalent to

(24) f(wk, Wk)ym = f(wu w)ym = f(wt, Wi)ykij.

So given any set of constants {ym} satisfying (23) and (24), w¡ xw¡ = ^k yiikwk gives

a multiplication on V such that /isa noncommutative Jordan algebra and / + is a
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Jordan algebra determined by a symmetric bilinear form. Whenever V has an

orthogonal basis, such a set of yi;fc's can always be found, for we can define ym

arbitrarily for i<j<k and then use (23) and (24) to find y,jk for the other permuta-

tions of i, j, k.
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